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As an avid traveller I have been fortunate enough to have seen many different 
people, places and cultures. This triggered an interest in world history and 

and antiquities. I have visited archaeological sites in countries like China, Italy, 
Greece, Egypt, Turkey, United Kingdom, Zimbabwe, Portugal and Thailand. 
These visits will always enrich my understanding of life as we know it today. The 
human race is an evolving species which is constantly learning through 
politics, architecture, economics and social issues – to name only a few. 
I believe strongly that every individual should be exposed to history to broaden 
their understanding of life.
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an-thro-po-lo-gy
The science that deals with the origins, pphysical and cultural development,
biological characteristics, and social cusstoms and beliefs of humankind.
The science of humans and their works.
The study of the nature and essence of humankind. 

ar-chae-lo-gy

analysis of their artifacts, inscriptions, moonuments, and other such remains,
esp. those that have been excavated.
The study of antiquity.

Prologue
South African history has been extremely h A

biased concept due to the neglect andbiased concept due to the neglect and asas
refusal of identity to the majority of ourl o
population. Due to political change andpoDueon Due to
rightful acknowledgment of African culture,nt
academics and the public has rejuvenated its c
interest and exploration of the diversehhe 

track African history, because of the natural 
way of constructing dwellings and towns gsgs
together with the lack of written history, a tt
broad study of spoken narrative has prera -
vailed. History and traditions is now largely 
recorded from oral sources.1

Some world famous Archaeological sites, likeA
Mapungubwe were excavated by the we

has not become popular among the South t be
African public. Like many countries, Southricanrica
Africa has protected and now embraced
these artefacts to highlighttt
differences in local cultures, creating a 
rich spectrum of identity for its people.  Tosrich spectr
facilitate cultural progress it is necessary for
Southern Africans to be exposed to their A
ancestry and attain historical and cultural ray a
knowledge. The result could have farrd
reaching possibilities that would help resolvehehinin
social unrest between various cultures iaial unrest between various cu
through a sense of roro belonging.

The Archaeology and Anthropologyologyrc aeology a
Department at the University of Pretoria is 

African history and culture in the country,
especially in research relating to key archaeo-
logical sites like Mapungubwe and many 

3others spanning from recent history to the 3 
million year African Stone Age. 

It is therefore very important that the facility
remains a world-class institution and alsoremains a world class institution and also 
aims to broaden its activities and functions to
facilitate their accreditations in the interna-
tional academic community.

something of precious and mythical value. In
tales the X (cross) that marks the spot on a 

was a reality in the search for archaeological
s; the searchsartefacts and ancient structures; the search nt structures hchcccarc

er Millions wouoofor Atlantis and the lost Kruger Millions wouldlhehe lost Kruger M ouowwoww
he X becobe much more effortless.) The X becomes a 

project on symbolic reference to the project on campusoncrerenc pr
artefact stores,,which incorporates the artefact stores,rteppor trtrtra

ological department of ological department of ogogoexhibitions and archaeological department of ogololnsns oo ogologo oo o
rangement of functionsrrangement of functionsthe University. This arrangement of functionsraiv nranrra

to see antique treasuret to see antique treasueveryone can visit to see antique treasureseve
historical knowledgeand understand historical knowledge.is

even more valuable than theen more valuable than theKnowledge is even more valuable than thevevev
layed behind glass panes. Thp ayed be d g ass pa esyartefacts displayed behind glass panes. Theayaayyayylap yyp

s something a visitor or studis something a visitor or studeinformation is something a visitor or students ss ss os ssis somssi ss
nd becomes the knowledge theabsorbs and becomes the knowledge theyd ed b endd 
them when they leaytake with them when they leave. Therefore 

uisition of knowledgeacquisition of knowledge beuisition of knowledge becthe acquisition of knowledge becomes theaa
asure The department on cameasure. The department on cameasure. The department on cameasure. The department on camamreal treasure. The department on campus wille camame amammm

me a monument to the source of me a monument to the source ofome a monument to the source of me a monument to the source of become a monument to the source of omm offfofofomomo
owledge and a basis to all the academicwledge and a basis to all the academicowledge and a basis to all the academicgknowledge and a basis to all the academicowllwloowlowle
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1 - Interview with Dr Sven Ouzman, March 2008

Dictionary.com unabridged based on the Random house Dictionary, 
Random House, 2009.

 
 
 



 
 
 




